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Abstract

Sentiment analysis is a useful problem which
could serve a variety of fields from business
intelligence to social studies and even health
studies. Using SemEval 2022 Task 10 formu-
lation of this problem and taking sequence la-
belling as our approach, we propose a model
which learns the task by finetuning a pre-
trained transformer, introducing as few param-
eters ( 150k) as possible and making use of pre-
computed attention values in the transformer.
Our model improves shared task baselines on
all task datasets.

1 Introduction

Sentiment analysis has many applications in dif-
ferent fields. From social and political studies
(Rodrı́guez-Ibáñez et al., 2021) to business intel-
ligence and even health studies (Alamoodi et al.,
2021). SemEval 2022 Task 10 (Barnes et al., 2022)
formulates this problem as to extract a graph of
sentiment-related entities and names that, Struc-
tured Sentiment Analysis. An example of such
graph is depicted in figure2 Specifically given an in-
put sentence, one should extract a list of quadruples.
Each quadruple consists of a sentiment expression,
a target expression, a holder expression and the
polarity. SemEval 2022 Task 10 has two subtasks,
monolingual and cross-lingual. We participated in
the first track. Shared task data is consisted of seven
datasets in English, Spanish, Norwegian, Catalan
and Basque. We trained and evaluated our model
on each of these datasets.1

2 Related Work

Structured sentiment analysis aims to extract
sentiment, target and holder expressions along

1Our code is available at https:
//github.com/sadra-barikbin/
novel-solutions-for-sentiment-analysis

with their relations and also sentiment polarities.
(Barnes et al., 2021) solves this problem by taking
dependency graph parsing approach. It uses BiL-
STM and multilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
to encode input sentence and a neural dependency
parser to jointly predict expressions and relations.
Every sentiment, target or holder expression in the
sentence would become a star-shaped subtree in
the output graph, with last token of expression as
its root and its edges labelled with type of entity.
Relation between a sentiment expression and a tar-
get or holder expression is also represented with
an edge from the former’s root to that of the latter.
This work evaluates its model on five datasets in
four languages namely, NoReCFine (Øvrelid et al.,
2020), MultibookedEU, MultibookedCA (Barnes
et al., 2018), MPQA (Wiebe et al., 2005) and
DarmstadtUnis (Toprak et al., 2010). Its main evalu-
ation metrics are Targeted F1 and Sentiment Graph
F1. First one measures exact prediction of target ex-
pression and polarity, and the second one measures
exact match at graph level, weighting overlap be-
tween gold and predicted entities, averaged across
three entity types.

A less comprehensive formulation of sentiment
analysis is End2End sentiment analysis which
aims to predict target and sentiment expression
along with polarity but does not consider relation
between expressions. (He et al., 2019) uses this
formulation. Taking sequence labelling as its ap-
proach, it predicts target expression together with
sentiment expression by one module and polar-
ity by another one. Both modules along with a
feature extraction module make use of a CNN to
make their specific and shared latent vectors respec-
tively. Furthermore, polarity prediction module has
a self-attention layer which gets predicted probabil-
ity of tokens’ being in sentiment expression from
the other module and incorporates it in computing
attention values so as to tokens with higher proba-
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bility get more attention. Beside its main task, this
work employs two auxiliary document-level tasks
to enjoy the benefits of multi-task learning. This
work also uses a mechanism called message pass-
ing in which, predicted probabilities of all modules
is iteratively fed back into model to make the model
like a RNN. For data, they use review datasets
from (Pontiki et al., 2014) and (Pontiki et al., 2015)
which are annotated with sentiment expressions by
(Wang et al., 2016, 2017). Among their evalua-
tion metrics, F1-I is equivalent with Targeted-F1 of
(Barnes et al., 2021).

(Chen and Qian, 2020), similarly attempts to
solve end2end sentiment analysis and takes se-
quence labelling approach. It introduces a layer
called RACL which consists of three separate but
interconnected modules for sentiment and target
extraction and polarity prediction. Each module
makes a module-specific representation of input
using a CNN and information is exchanged among
them through attention mechanism. The work uses
a stack of RACL layers as its model in which fea-
tures in a layer is fed to upper layer and finally
prediction is done by average pooling over predic-
tion of all layers. This work has used same data
and evaluation metrics as (He et al., 2019).

Finally (Li et al., 2019) solves targeted senti-
ment analysis which aims to extract only target
expression and polarity. To this end, it has used
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) along with a task spe-
cific layer. Here BERT makes a contextual and rich
representation of input words and the task-specific
layer performs sequence labelling. For this layer,
different types such as fully connected, CRF (Laf-
ferty et al., 2001), GRU and self-attention layer are
examined that the last two outperformed the others.

3 Datasets and Evaluation

Shared task is on seven datasets in five languages.
We trained and evaluated our model on each one
separately. General and detailed information of
datasets is shown in table1 and table2 respec-
tively. NoReCFine is norwegian professional re-
views in multiple domains. MultiBCA, MultiBEU,
OpenerEN and OpenerES (Agerri et al., 2013)
are hotel reviews in Catalan, Basque, English
and Spanish respectively. DarmstadtUnis consists
of English online university reviews and finally
MPQA contains annotated news articles in En-
glish. Evaluation metric of the task is Sentiment
Graph F1. Prediction and gold answer of prob-

lem are a list of quadroples q = (qs, qt, qh, qpol)
in which the first three entities are sets of tokens
for sentiment, target, and holder expressions re-
spectively. qpol is polarity with value among
Negative,Neutral, Positive. Match score of
two given source and target quadroples namely,
score(src, tgt) is as follows.

∑
e∈{s,t,h}

|srce∩tgte|
|srce|

3
∗ 1{srcpol = tgtpol} (1)

As it can be seen, this is a weighted match
over amount of overlap between entities, aver-
aged across three entity types. Polarities should
be strictly equal. Denominator |srce| is for score
to be comparable with another one having different
source quadrople. As target and holder expressions
could be empty, |srce| is replaced with 1 in the
case srce is empty. |srce ∩ tgte| is also set to 1
when |srce| and |tgte| are empty. Given N input
sentences, predn as the list of predicted quadroples
for n-th sentence and goldn as its gold counterpart,
Precision is computed as follows.

∑N
n=1

∑
p∈predn maxq∈goldn score(p, q)∑N

n=1 |predn|
(2)

max is to select score of best matching gold
quadrople for a given predicted one. Similarly,
Recall is computed as follows.

∑N
n=1

∑
q∈goldn maxp∈predn score(q, p)∑N

n=1 |goldn|
(3)

Finally, Sentiment Graph F1 is measured as fol-
lows.

GraphF1 =
2 ∗ Precision ∗Recall
Precision+Recall

(4)

4 System Description

Our model is comprised of a base pre-trained
model that is supposed to extract rich contextual-
ized features and two separate modules for extract-
ing expressions and predicting edges. For english
datasets (OpenerEN , DarmstadtUnis and MPQA)
we used RoBERTabase (Liu et al., 2019) model
and for non-english ones (OpenerES, NorecFine,
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# avg. max
NoReCFine train 8634 21.3 125

dev 1531 21.4 86
MultiBCA train 1174 18.7 238

dev 167 16.3 129
MultiBEU train 1063 14.5 105

dev 152 14.6 60
MPQA train 5873 25.6 134

dev 2063 25.5 228
DarmstadtUnis train 2253 21.6 226

dev 232 19.5 80
OpenerEN train 1744 15.6 131

dev 249 15.2 129
OpenerES train 1438 19.3 175

dev 206 18.9 108

Table 1: General information of shared task datasets.
First five datasets are used in (Barnes et al., 2021). Max
and average are measures of tokens’ counts.

MultibookedCA and MultibookedEU), we used
LaBSE (Feng et al., 2020) as model’s base.

We treat quadruples in a sentence as a graph
which its nodes are expressions and its edges con-
nect expressions within a quadruple. We name the
module for extracting expression, Node Extrac-
tor and the module for determining edges, Edge
Predictor. System structure is depicted in figure
1. Firstly, input sentence is fed into model base.
Then node extractor gets the encoded input and
for each one of three entity types, predicts expres-
sions in the sentence. Polarities are also predicted
by this module. Edge predictor, then, gets the ex-
pressions and for every pair of sentiment-target and
sentiment-holder expressions, predicts if there is an
edge between them. Finally a sentiment expression
plus its polarity along with all of target and holder
expressions connected thereto would become one
of predicted quadroples.

4.1 Node Extractor
This module consists of three feed forward neural
networks for predicting label of each token in BIO
scheme, each network for an entity type. Using
these three networks, sequence tokens are labeled
for sentiment, target and holder expressions inde-
pendently. In this networks, ReLU is used as activa-
tion and each network has less than 50k parameters.
Loss function of the module is cross entropy. We
integrate predicting polarity of sentiment expres-
sions in sequence labelling task by replicating BIO
labels for negative, neutral and positive polarities.

Figure 1: System architecture

Note that node extractor and jointly predicting sen-
timent expression and polarity is inspired of what
is being used in one of our baselines, the one using
sequence labelling approach.

4.2 Edge Predictor

Aimed for leveraging pretrained model’s knowl-
edge as much as possible, we simply used its com-
puted attentions to predict edges. To this end, we
examined different settings that are as follows:

Base: This is the base setting of edge predic-
tor. We use attention values of a predetermined
head in a specific layer in this way that we compute
sum of attentions of two given expressions to each
other and apply sigmoid to predict being an edge
between them. More specifically, we choose head 7
in layer 8 of RoBERTabase for english datasets and
head 9 layer 11 of LaBSE for others. This choice
was based on the observation that those heads were
more semantic-aware in the sense that sentiment
expression tokens attend more to target expression
tokens. Those heads are also less position depen-
dant, meaning that a token’s attention distribution
does not lean toward a specific position in the se-
quence.

Consider two nodes a and b which span intervals
(abegin, aend) and (bbegin, bend) in the sentence re-
spectively. Probability of being an edge being be-
tween a and b, Peab in the is computed as follows:

Peab = σ(

aend∑

i=abegin

bend∑

j=bbegin

Al∗h∗ij +Al∗h∗ji) (5)
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holders targets sent. expr. polarity
# avg. max # avg. max # avg. max + neu -

NoReCFine train 898 1.3 18 6778 3.0 44 8448 6.8 51 5695 0 2753
dev 120 1.1 4 1152 3.0 22 1432 7 38 988 0 444

MultiBCA train 169 1.3 4 1705 3.0 20 1989 3.2 21 1273 0 716
dev 15 1.8 8 211 2.9 11 258 3.2 12 151 0 107

MultiBEU train 204 1.4 8 1277 2.3 14 1679 3.2 14 1401 0 278
dev 33 1.5 5 152 2.3 9 203 3.6 13 167 0 36

MPQA train 1425 3.2 43 1479 7.0 52 1706 2.2 16 671 337 698
dev 405 3.3 28 494 6.1 44 570 2.2 9 231 124 215

DarmstadtUnis train 63 1.2 4 806 1.5 6 806 2.2 25 340 102 364
dev 9 1.3 2 98 1.7 4 98 2.4 13 29 15 54

OpenerEN train 266 1.0 3 2679 1.9 11 2884 2.6 18 2101 0 783
dev 49 1.0 2 371 2.0 10 400 2.6 14 284 0 116

OpenerES train 176 1.0 3 2748 2.4 13 3042 2.6 16 2472 0 570
dev 23 1.0 2 363 2.6 11 387 2.6 17 317 0 70

Table 2: Details of shared task datasets. First five datasets are used in (Barnes et al., 2021). Max and average are
measures of tokens’ counts in expressions.

Figure 2: A sentiment graph example. Entities of a quadrople are connected with edges and sentiment expressions
are labeled with polarity. Image is from (Barnes et al., 2022)

A is the pretrained model’s computed attention.
l∗ and h∗ determine prespecified head and layer re-
spectively. σ is the sigmoid function. This equation
simply means attention of two nodes to each other
determines probability of being an edge between
them.

+AvgH: In this setting we do not rely only on
specific heads and use attention values of all heads
in all layers. To this end we introduce new learn-
able weights, one for each head, and compute linear
combination of attention values across all heads.
Total number of new weights is number of layers
times number of heads in each layer, which is 144
in both RoBERTabase and LaBSE. So in this setting,

Peab becomes

σ(

nl,hl∑

l,h=1

aend∑

i=abegin

bend∑

j=bbegin

wlh∗(Alhij+Alhji)) (6)

in which nl and nh are number of layers and
heads in the pretrained Model respectively. w is the
learned weight assigned to each head. At training
start w is set to 1 in setting one head and 0 in other
heads.

+SepH: We use separate heads for predicting
edges for sentiment-target expression pair and
sentiment-holder expression pair. Specifically, for
predicting and edge between a sentiment and a tar-
get expression, we use head 7 in layer 8 for english
datasets and head 9 in layer 11 for non-english
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OpenerEN OpenerES NorecFine DarmstadtUnis MultiBEU MultiBCA MPQA Average
base 0.64 0.65 0.44 0.45 0.67 0.64 0.38 0.55
+AvgH -0.03 -0.02 -0.05 -0.14 0.02 0.01 -0.31 -0.07
+SepH 0.03 0.02 -0.05 -0.03 -0.00 -0.02 -0.08 -0.02
+SepH+AvgH 0.01 -0.00 -0.03 -0.07 -0.02 -0.00 -0.24 -0.05

Table 3: Performance of different variants of our model. First row is the default variant and numbers in other rows
show increase or decrease in comparison with the default variant. Results are based on evaluation on development
data.

ones. For predicting an edge between a sentiment
expression and a holder expression, we use head
10 in layer 11 for english datasets and head 4 in
layer 11 for non-english ones.

+SepH+AvgH: This is the mixture of last two
settings. We use all heads in all layers but we
consider separate linear combinations of them for
sentiment-target and sentiment-holder expression
pairs. So the number of introduced weights is dou-
bled to 288 in this setting.

5 Experiments

5.1 Baselines

We compare our model with two baselines pro-
posed in the shared task. First one is basically
(Barnes et al., 2021) which is described in section
2. The second one takes sequence labelling ap-
proach. It sets two modules for predicting expres-
sions and relations respectively. Expression pre-
diction module consists of three BiLSTMs which
predict sentiment, target and holder expressions
respectively. This module is fed by an embed-
ding layer which is initialized with pretrained word
embeddings. Relation prediction module, given
two extracted expressions and the input sentence,
uses separate BiLSTMs and max pooling to make
contextualized representations from them. Then
it feeds concatenation of three max pooling layers
to a linear layer and sigmoid to predict if there is
relation between two expressions or not. In the
comparisons we call the baselines, GP (for graph
parsing) and SL-BiLSTM (for sequence labelling)
respectively.

5.2 Settings

We trained each variant of our model 5 times, each
with different random seed on every dataset for at
most 20 epochs. learning rate was 1e-4 and 1e-3
for pretrained model and newly introduced weights
respectively. We did warm-up in epoch 1 and ap-
plied step LR scheduling with gamma as .1 and
step size as 9. Baselines were also trained using

Dataset Attentionist GP SL-BiLSTM
NoReCFine 0.32 0.28 0.19
MultiBCA 0.61 0.54 0.33
MultiBEU 0.59 0.57 0.34
MPQA 0.26 0.15 0.02
DarmstadtUnis 0.25 0.21 0.13
OpenerEN 0.58 0.52 0.31
OpenerES 0.55 0.50 0.26

Table 4: Test results of our model and baselines. Eval-
uation metric is Sentiment Graph F1

script given by shared task organizers. Evaluation
measure being used was Sentiment Graph F1. Eval-
uation was done using the script given by shared
task organizers. We used PyTorch (Paszke et al.,
2019) plus Pytorch-Ignite (Fomin et al., 2020) as
training framework and WandB (Biewald, 2020) as
Experiment Tracking tool.

6 Results

Results are shown in table4. Attentionist is our
proposed model. For our model, only result of the
best variant is shown. As it can be seen, our model
outperforms the baseline in all datasets.

7 Ablation Study

In order to assess and compare performance of
different variants of our model, we trained each
variant four times using different random seeds on
each dataset and compared them on development
data. Results are depicted in table3.
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